Upper Elementary ADST: Design Thinking - Engineering
Book
(Alphabetical by Author)

Summary

“Rosie Revere, Engineer”
Beaty, Andrea

This book tells the tale of Rosie Revere, a young girl who
dreams of becoming a great engineer. She creates fantastic
inventions with everything from wire and old fans to spray
cheese and doll parts. When people laugh at Rosie’s gizmos,
she’ll need help from a special friend to find the courage to
follow her dreams.
(One copy)

“Rosie Revere’s Big Project Book For Bold
Engineers”
Beaty, Andrea

Featuring art from picture book, “Rosie Revere, Engineer,” this
activity book contains kid-friendly projects of all kinds and is
the perfect gift for curious young readers! Soon enough they’ll
be engineering whizzes just like Rosie, and along the way
she’ll reassure them that failure, flops, mess-ups and
cross-outs are part of the process.
(One copy)

“Mr. Ferris and His Wheel”
Davis, Kathryn Gibbs

Capturing an engineer's creative vision and mind for detail,
this fully illustrated picture book biography sheds light on how
the American inventor George Ferris defied gravity and
seemingly impossible odds to invent the world's most iconic
amusement park attraction, the Ferris wheel.
(One copy)

“Toy Designer: Technology and Energy”
Drew, David

This book helps students to design and make their own toys,
using wind power, jet propulsion, electricity, and solar energy
by following simple instructions.
(Four copies)

“Engineered! Engineering Design at Work: A
Fun Exploration of Nine Amazing Feats”
Hunt, Shannon

Author Shannon Hunt presents nine real-life problems for
which engineers designed inventive (and even crazy!)
solutions. Each was solved using a different field of
engineering --- from aerospace and mechanical to the new
field of geomatics. A helpful seven-step flowchart of the
engineering design process is also featured: define the
problem, investigate the requirements, develop solutions,
design a prototype, test it, improve it and share the idea.
These steps are highlighted in each chapter with helpful icons
that refer back to the flowchart.
(One copy)

